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PagSeguro (Buy) Q4s - Quick Take: Revenue
beat; Strong momentum early 2021, Hubs bring
optionality

Q4 results highlights

Revenue growth (ex interchange) in Q4 increased to 28% y/y, up from 15% the prior quarter

The driver was both underlying transaction revenue as well as a return to (modest) growth of factoring

revenue, which is dependent on credit use and in turn on macro trends

The mix of credit to debit was broadly stable on Q3 (51/49) and still down then on the more favourable

60/40 (credit/debit) mix of pre-Covid; with that said, Q4 tends to see seasonally lower debit spend (13th

salary) and so maintaining this level was a positive underlying move

Acquirer TPV accelerated to 56% y/y from 44% in Q3 (ex Coronavoucher top ups)

Take-rates drifted down slightly and will benefit also from a return to a healthier credit mix

Active merchant adds was 765k, of which 303k was underlying (ex-Moip acquisition), representing only a

slight slowdown on the very strong Q3 momentum

Pagbank revenue came in at R$210m, up 58% sequentially and reaching over 10% of group revenue

We are looking for Pagbank revenue of almost R$1.0 billion in 2021. This sort of pacing

(+R$80m/quarter) would see them blow through our revenue estimate.

The mix of card revenue (interchange) to total revenue fell in 2020; in part this is a product of the

expanding loan book but also due to the lower level of card usage (given lockdowns during the

pandemic). This should naturally accelerate with the economy opening up.
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Pagbank revenue and % of total revenue

Pagbank active subs reached 7.9m, adding 1.2m in the quarter, not quite keeping pace with the very strong

Q3 (although this wasn’t expected)

The consumer contribution continues to increase, representing 50% of net adds in Q4 and taking the

total to 34% of total Pagbank active customers.

This is quite significant as PAGS is seen as being well positioned to sell banking services to existing

merchants where it has relationships, but without such an obvious right to win where it is targeting

new customers.

Net Pagbank active user additions (launch early 2019)
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The Pagbank credit book increased to R$612m, up 26% sequentially; we had assumed a YE book of

R$500m. Management cautioned that this was still not being pushed aggressively yet as they are waiting

for more clarity on vaccines and economic recovery

Note the credit book is now fully funded by 3rd parties (CDBs)

Pagbank loan book development
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Capex came in slightly ahead, although this is largely a function of the very strong merchant adds (and

capitalised POS equipment, as well as ongoing R&D investment)

Net cash closed the year at R$8 billion – it’s notable this is the first time in which management has shown

this including the accounts receivables (R$16 billion). While we included this in our valuation, it seems not

everyone does, in part as management has not focused quite so clearly on this as a key metric (unlike

Stone in the past).

Outlook – strong start, guidance looks to be conservative

The steer on Q1 2021 trading was positive, with TPV volumes in January and February growing >50%. Note,

Jan and Feb were not impacted by Covid and from late March the comps will get much easier (Q2 2020

saw TPV of just 11% y/y).

Revenue growth in the same months is running at 30% y/y. Given this matches Q4 revenue growth, but

with a slightly slowdown in TPV, management suggested this was indicative of better yields
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For 2021 expected acquirer TPV is >40%.

Given Q1 momentum and a very weak Q2 2020, we see this as cautious

We suspect management is keen to leave the options of upgrades to guidance open through the year,

while only a material turn for the worse Covid wise would threaten the outlook

Capex will run at another ~R$2 billion level in 2021

We are at R$1.7 billion but suspect ahead of consensus which hasn’t really factored the strong subs

growth into capitalised equipment costs (in part due to a 2019 accounting change perhaps)

In 2022, expect capex to revert to 2019 levels (low to mid-teens)

We have this broadly in estimates

Expect D&A to be R$800-R$1 billion

In a similar vein to capex, the market has been underestimating the depreciation of POS equipment

Pagbank guidance

Reiterated on track to hit 30% of revs from Pagbank in 2024 (during). No steer on 2021 and will

depend quite heavily on the extent of the vaccines and macro

Reiterated Pagbank will be net income positive from 2022

Pagbank margins in the long run should be similar or higher than underlying (acquirer) margins

There is no net income guide for 2021 other than to say it will be up on 2020

This shouldn’t be too hard given the pandemic (and the credit/debit TPV mix) took 6.2pp off net

margins (reported at 21.0% in 2020). Any easing in trends will support margins

The hubs initiatives will partly offset with losses, but they should only run for 4-5 quarters (and turn

positive around Q2 2022 therefore)

We have net income margins up ~2.5pp in 2021. Given strong top line growth this correlates to ~50%

growth in absolute terms
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New initiatives – Hubs; could pave the way for further credit

PagSeguro has been quietly piloting a Hubs strategy in 2020 (which contributed negligible revenue). This

is something akin to the Stone model, although will be filling in a niche between Stone’s larger targeted

SMB target and PAGS’ existing micro merchants

This is set to be expanded in 2021, targeting 250-300 hubs and representing 6-11% of TPV

At the mid-point of the year, assuming ~45% TPV growth is possible, this suggests a total TPV for

hubs of R$20 billion, or R$72 million per hub

The company believes that typically these SMBs will be underserved from an acquirer or banking

perspective – but it sounds like they typically have existing relationships. As a result, PAGS believes it will

be partly gaining share, rather than bringing services for the first time (as per a lot of the long tail micro

merchants)

Banking services may be offered by PAGS, but not initially it seems given the nascent nature of the

service. However, this is exactly the sort of market where we are seeing strong credit growth in Brazil and

potentially see this as another leg up to the credit story in Brazil
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